The Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) is an Indian government agency, which holds the responsibility of strengthening India’s relations with foreign countries. It offers services to stakeholders, including Government, Defence, and Embassies. The ministry maintains relations with other states and international organizations, and controls country’s multilateral negotiations.

**BUSINESS CHALLENGES**

The MEA was not satisfied with inefficient services provided by their existing vendor, leading to:

- Inadequate server management
- Reduced Bandwidth
- Low Network Uptime
- Untimely downtimes
- Poor response time
- Improper data backup
- High service interruptions

They wanted a cutting-edge data center located across different seismic zones, offering performance driven server management and disaster recovery platform. Additionally, limited time span was one of the prime concerns of the client.

**BUSINESS SOLUTION**

With a team of qualified professionals, Go4Hosting.in performed a comprehensive analysis of business pain areas. The analysis unveiled the criticality faced by the MEA, further resulting into:

- Delayed service response
- Nasty pop-ups
- Slow processing speed
- Software updates & time-out errors
- Virus attacks, including no data backup options

Therefore, on the basis of our analysis of client’s problem areas, requirements and defined strategic planning, we offered them a holistic web hosting approach for **optimal server management and data always up and running**.

Our team of experts created two sites for the client’s mission critical data at Noida and Jaipur, India.
Go4hosting.in helped the MEA to achieve business imperatives by providing them highly flexible, incomparably secured, and performance-driven hosting.

The combination of VPS hosting for the server’s complete lifecycle functionality constructed and executed on an integrated framework let MEA to streamline processes with:

- Unmatched network availability for business-critical applications and websites
- Top of the line server management that includes, on-demand server backups, software patching, notifications, up-gradation, AV installation, firewall integration, and consistent network & server monitoring.
- Multi-tiered and fully redundant data centers across various locations
- Quick response to all technical emergencies with a call away 24X7 technical support

Next, we replicated their mission critical data and applications hosted at our primary site; Noida Data Center to secondary Data Recovery site at Jaipur Data Center. This outclass approach helped the MEA to stay seamlessly connected to their visitors even if the primary site encountered downtime or disaster. One of the sites would always remain up irrespective of unpredictable disasters.

**No Downtime**
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**Supported by VPS Hosting**
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**BUSINESS RESULT**

Go4hosting.in helped the MEA to achieve business imperatives by providing them highly flexible, incomparably secured, and performance-driven

- **High Server Performance**
  
  Our certified team of professionals performed risk assessment to determine the impact of migrating business applications to virtual private server. After the analysis, we set up the server for the client within few hours and the required applications were installed at client’s discretion.
THE CONCLUSION
Go4Hosting.in helped the Ministry of External Affairs with successful execution of its technical infrastructure and disaster recovery platform within the shortest span of time possible. As a leading provider of web hosting services and cloud solutions to all size businesses, Go4hosting.in is committed to helping the clients reap the benefits of running at their servers at peak performance and reduce overall costs.

Know more about us at http://www.go4hosting.in